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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
J. Vahala,
In spectral locations that are intermediate[K.
to modal
resonanceNature 424, 839 (2003)]
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offBox 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous em
resonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emiss
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been
density of modes (right) compared with their density in f

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-mole72,73
cule systems was demonstrated
. However, quantum-dot singlewww.nanophotonics.dk

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is
pling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-bas
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon s
ly pumped single quantum dot has recently
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal d
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of h
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One h
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the opt
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior
the array b
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A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
842

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).

Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
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A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
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Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
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A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been
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A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
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190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-mole-
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).

(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
© must
2003 Nature Publishing Group
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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insight review articles
Box 2
Purcell effect
A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
842

Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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The average measured height and diameter of the QDs in
this sample were 2.6 nm and 31.9 6 2 nm, respectively.
Therefore, the deposited 1.7 ML of GaAs has led to a redistribution of the QD material, by modifying the strain distribution in the system. Our detailed STEM study of this
mechanism described in Ref.
clic 12 suggested the segregation of
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FIG. 1. Cross-sectional HAADF STEM images of QDs formed from depositing 1.65 ML of InAs in a InGaAsP matrix and capped with: (a) InGaAsP
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(b) 1.7 ML of GaAs followed by InGaAsP. (c) and (d) Plan-view
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We derive and validate a set of coupled Bloch wave equations for analyzing the reflection and transmission
properties of active semiconductor photonic-crystal waveguides. In such devices, slow-light propagation can be
used to enhance the material gain per unit length, enabling, for example, the realization of short optical amplifiers
compatible with photonic integration. The coupled-wave analysis is compared to numerical approaches based
on the Fourier modal method and a frequency domain finite-element
technique.
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leads to the buildup of a backscattered field, which is interpreted as distributed feedback effects or reflection at
passive-active interfaces, depending on the approach taken. For very large material gain values, the band structure
of the waveguide is perturbed, and deviations from the simple coupled Bloch wave model are found.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.92.053839
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic-crystal (PhC) structures have been proposed as a
aveguide infrastructure for high-density photonic integrated
rcuits [1–3]. Optical amplification is one of the fundamental
nctionalities required for compensating attenuation and
upling losses and thus scaling up the number of integrated
vices [4]. A major advantage of using photonic-crystal
aveguides, as opposed to standard ridge-type waveguides,
hen realizing active structures with embedded semiconductor
in layers is the use of slow-light effects to enhance lightatter interactions. Thus, the spatial gain coefficient may be
creased by exploiting slow-light propagation, enabling the
alization of short devices suitable for photonic integration
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of defect photonic-crystal
waveguide. The red part of the structure is active, i.e., this part of
the membrane structure contains embedded layers of quantum wells
or quantum dots that may provide gain upon optical or electrical
pumping. The lattice constant is a and the length of the active region
is L.

For perfectly periodic PhC waveguides, neglecting Kerr
nonlinearity and disorder, a rigorous set of equations for
the amplitudes of forward- and backward-propagating unperturbed Bloch waves may be derived [20]. In such a
formulation, the presence of active material in a finite
section of the PhC waveguide leads to multiple scattering,
which represents material-gain-induced coupling between the
forward and backward Bloch waves of passive structures. Such
distributed feedback (DFB) effects have so far not been consid[Y. Chen et al., Phys. Rev. A 92, 053839 (2015)]
ered in slow-light enhanced semiconductor optical amplifiers
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an active PhC waveguide.
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For simplicity, we describe the carrier-induced complex
susceptibility perturbation as a product of a complex constant
χpert and an active material distribution function F (r):
Ppert = 12 ε0 χpert F (r)E,

(11)

where F (r) = 1 (= 0) in the active (passive) region.
We now obtain the coupled-mode equations from Eq. (9)
with substitution
from Eqs. (10) and (11):
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Box 2
Purcell effect
A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
842

Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.
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presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been
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diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
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defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
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Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
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power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been

Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).
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Fig. 1. Top: absolute value of the QNM jf~ c "r#j in a cavity sidecoupled
an infinite waveguide
in a PC
with lattice
constant
a.
[P. T. toKristensen
et al., Opt.
Lett.
39, 6359
(2014)]
~ c a∕2πc !
The QNM has a complex resonance frequency of ω
0.39687 − 0.00136i corresponding to Q ! 146. Bottom: real part
(red full), imaginary part (blue dashed), and absolute value
(black dashed–dotted) of the QNM along the line y ! 0 in
the center of the waveguide. In both panels, the QNM is scaled
to unity at r ! rc in the center of the cavity.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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decreases by more than an order of magnitude when dcav is
increased by a lattice constant, giving rise to Q factors that
increase similarly as the cavity is moved away from the waveguide. This increase of the Q factor reflects a smaller rate of
leakage from the cavity into the waveguide as dcav becomes
larger. The 2D calculations presented here lack the out-ofplane (y) contribution to the corresponding 3D Q factor, but
the approach for determining QNMs and their Q factors is
readily extendable to 3D.
The type of structure considered in this section is dominated by a single QNM, and we may reconstruct the reflection
spectrum in Fig. 1 as a Lorentzian parametrized by the
QNM-frequency:
2
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Fig. 5. Normalized QNM field distribution in a cavity side-coupled to
a W1 waveguide in a 2D rectangular PhC lattice in the middle of the
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Fig. 4(a)]. The figure shows the QNMs in the near-field, corresponding
to the z coordinates used in Fig. 4, while the inset includes the far-field
behavior of the QNMs in a semilogarithmic plot.

creases further away from the cavity resonance frequency.
Since the complex QNM frequencies can typically be obtained
with fewer computations than the full scattering spectrum,
QNMs thus constitute a simple and practical way of obtaining
the spectrum and the Q factor of the resonator.
In Fig. 5, we plot the normalized QNM field distribution in
the middle of the waveguide (x # 0) as a function of
znorm ≡ !z − zcav "∕a, where zcav is the cavity z coordinate. The
figure shows the near-field behavior, corresponding to the z
coordinates used in Fig. 4, while the inset includes the far-field
behavior of the QNMs in a semilogarithmic plot. In the nearfield, the modes exhibit a maximum at znorm # 0 for all values
of dcav , and the periodic modulation due to the Bloch mode
Fig. 6. QNM field distribution (jE y j) in a cavity in-line-coupled to a
form in Eqs. (6) is clearly visible. In the far-field, the periodic
W1 waveguide in a 2D rectangular PhC lattice. The cavity is formed by
modulation of the QNMs is preserved due to the infinitely exsurrounding one row (section 5) by blocking elements in the wavetended PhC waveguide, but more interestingly the exponential
guide, constituted by sections 2, 3, and 4 (bottom mirror) and sections
divergence of the envelope of the QNMs is obvious, in particu-www.nanophotonics.dk
6, 7, and 8 (top mirror). The refractive index of the blocking elements
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decreases by more than an order of magnitude when dcav is
increased by a lattice constant, giving rise to Q factors that
increase similarly as the cavity is moved away from the waveguide. This increase of the Q factor reflects a smaller rate of
leakage from the cavity into the waveguide as dcav becomes
larger. The 2D calculations presented here lack the out-ofplane (y) contribution to the corresponding 3D Q factor, but
the approach for determining QNMs and their Q factors is
readily extendable to 3D.
The type of structure considered in this section is dominated by a single QNM, and we may reconstruct the reflection
spectrum in Fig. 1 as a Lorentzian parametrized by the
QNM-frequency:
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the approach for determining QNMs and their Q factors is
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increase similarly as the cavity is moved away from the waveguide. This increase of the Q factor reflects a smaller rate of
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insight review articles

A two level system will decay spontaneously by interaction with a
vacuum continuum at a rate proportional to the spectral density of
modes per volume evaluated at the transition frequency. Within a
cavity, the density of modes is modified and large swings in its
amplitude can occur. From the viewpoint of cavity modes (which in
the presence of dissipation must be viewed as quasi modes (ref. 4,
chapter 1)), the maximal density of modes occurs at the quasi-mode
resonant frequencies and can greatly exceed the corresponding freespace density. Historically, Purcell44 arrived at this conclusion by
noting that a single (quasi) mode occupies a spectral bandwidth #/Q
within a cavity of volume V. Normalizing a resulting cavity-enhanced
mode density per unit volume to the mode density of free space
yields the ‘Purcell’ spontaneous emission enhancement factor44,46.

1.5

presented on the basis of calculation of the continuum mode density
(ref. 4, chapters 1 and 2 and references therein).
Design of microcavities for observation of the Purcell effect must
take account of the corresponding atomic (or atom-like) transition
characteristics. Use of a small microcavity volume is important
because enhancements driven by manipulation of Q alone are limited
by the spectral width of the transition. Likewise, all other things being
equal, narrow, atomic transitions can be Purcell-enhanced more as a
higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
quantum dots, with their relatively narrow transition widths (compared
with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
(see Fig. 1).
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where refractive index, n, is a modern addition to this expression to
account for emission within dielectrics55. An atom whose transition
falls within the mode linewidth will experience an enhancement to its
spontaneous decay rate given by the Purcell factor. More significantly,
because the enhancement comes about from coupling to only those
continuum modes that make up the corresponding quasi-mode of
the resonator, the spontaneous emission is directed to this quasi
mode88 and has great utility with regard to coupling spontaneous
power.
In spectral locations that are intermediate to modal resonance
frequencies, the density of the modes can fall well below the density
in free space. With proper cavity design and for operation at these offresonance frequencies, spontaneous decay can be suppressed4,46,58.
Rigorous developments of Purcell’s physical model have been
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190 for 2 !m diameter microdisks52 have been inferred. Q factors as
high as 10,000 with corresponding mode volumes of 1.6 ("/n)3 have
been predicted to exist in optimized micropost cavities57. A post
diameter of 0.5 !m with an improved Q factor of 4,800 yields a Purcell factor of 14756,57.
Since Yablonovitch first proposed using a photonic crystal for spontaneous emission suppression58, much attention has been directed to
photonic bandgap microcavities59,60. As noted earlier, photonic-crystal
defect microcavities can provide extremely small mode volumes7, and
large theoretical Q values have been predicted for certain designs30,61.
Recently, a Q of 4,000 for an H2 (seven holes removed to form the hexagon) defect cavity59 and a Q of 13,00062 for a donor-mode cavity (calculated mode volume of 1.2 (λ/n)3) were reported. Purcell enhancement
has also been studied in this system60,63.
Controlling the emission of single photons has been a priority for
quantum encryption systems64. Single-photon sources, which are
required in these systems, are a recent application of the Purcell effect in
quantum-dot microcavities (see Fig. 1). Quantum dots are quasi-atomic systems and hence share many properties with atoms. For example,
emission from a single atom or molecule and from quantum dots67
exhibits non-classical photon anti-bunching behaviour, because, upon
emission, an interval must pass in order for the atom to be re-excited and
to emit a photon65,66. This behaviour in quantum dots has been adapted
to generate triggered single photons68–71. Leading up to this application,
triggered single-photon emission using photo-pumped, single-molecule systems was demonstrated72,73. However, quantum-dot singlephoton sources, which are compact and potentially electrically
pumped, are very appealing for many of the same reasons that semiconductor lasers are so compelling in communications. Unlike lasers, however, the useful emission in these new quantum sources is a spontaneous
photon; therefore, stimulated emission cannot be relied upon to direct
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Box 2 Figure Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission. Weak coupling to a
cavity mode will enhance the spontaneous rate of emission by increasing the local
density of modes (right) compared with their density in free space (left).

power into a single cavity mode (a necessity for efficient coupling to
optical fibres). Instead, the Purcell effect is applied to improve coupling55. Both microdisk68 and micropost-based devices74–76 have been
demonstrated. Significantly, a single photon source that is an electrically pumped single quantum dot has recently been demonstrated77. An
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Figure 3 Cross-sectional illustration of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser. The
microcavity is formed by dry etching a hexagonal array of holes and subsequent selective
etch of an interior region, creating a thin membrane. One hole is left unetched creating a
‘defect’ in the array and therefore a defect mode in the optical spectrum. The mode
(illustrated in green) is confined to the interior of the array by Bragg reflection in the plane
and conventional waveguiding in the vertical direction. Also, shown in pink are quantum
wells that upon photo pumping provide the amplification necessary for laser oscillation7.
Inset: Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal defect microcavity laser.
Micrograph is courtesy of O. Painter and A. Scherer (Caltech, CA).
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higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
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with bulk semiconductors), are playing a significant role in this field49
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higher Q becomes possible. It is for this reason that individual
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